GFACN36 CWAO CCA
REGION NUNAVUT
CLOUDS AND WEATHER
NUAGES ET TEMPS

ISSUED AT
14/07/2022 2343Z
VALID AT
15/07/2022 1200Z

LEGEND/LEGENDE

TS  FZRA  FZDZ
PL

HST ASL UNLS NOTED
CB TCU AND ACC IMPLY SIG TURB AND ICE
CB IMPLIES L LVL WS

COMMENTS/COMMENTAIRES

COR. ADDED CLD BDY TO SW SECN.
A: 30 BKN LVR 150 P65M, OCNL ACC 220 3-P65M -SHRA BR.
   ISOL CB 320 25M TSRA G25KT.
   PTCHY CIGS 5-12 AGL.
B: 30 BKN 140 P65M, FRQ TCU 240 5-P65M -SHRA BR.
   ISOL CB 380 25M TSRA G30KT.
   LCA CIG 15 AGL.

----- IFR OTLK ----- 
VALID: 12-24Z, 15 JUL/JUIL 2022
NIL SIG WX.
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